Rhodes also known as “the island of the Knights” is one of the most popular tourist destinations for its stunning beaches, impressive monuments, rare sites of natural beauty and gastronomy.

Must see:

The **Old City**, which is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and acquired its medieval character in the 13th century by the Knights of St. John. Walk the street of the Knights that leads to the palace of the Grand Master and discover the gothic Panagia tou Kastrou church and the mosque of Suleiman the Magnificent.

The **valley of butterflies**, a sanctuary for millions of butterflies into the forest of oriental sweetgum trees, unique in Greece.

**Ancient Kamiros** which is one of the three oldest cities of the island and one of the most important trading centers of the Archaic and Hellenistic period.

**Lindos**, one of the most picturesque villages with cobbled streets and white houses where it is worth visiting the fine old houses of the sea traders of the 16th-18th century with their high surrounding walls and arched entrances.

The **Springs of Kallithea**, thermal springs known for their healing properties of their water near to a cove with crystal clear waters.

And of course, the countless beaches, such as Megalos Gialos, Agios Pavlos, Pefki, Lardos, Gennadi, Faliraki, Monolithos, Massari etc.